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1 Introduction

Finland used to be a country that sent workers abroad instead of recruiting an
international workforce, a trend that set it apart from the other Nordic countries
(Bourgeault and Wrede 2008; Wrede and Näre 2013). However, due to interna-
tional recruitment and a growing number of international students, workplaces
have become increasingly diverse, particularly in the health care sector. Such
transnational mobility inevitably challenges the predominantly monolingual lit-
eracies in the hospital setting.

This article focuses on an international nursing student’s second language
documentation skills in the Electronic Patient Record (EPR) system in a hospital
environment in Finland during his practical training for a degree program in
nursing administered in English. Previous studies on medical communication
have mostly focused on interactions between patients and health care profes-
sionals (see Candlin and Candlin 2013; Sarangi 2010) or multilingual nurses’ oral
skills (see Andersson 2009; Jansson 2014). There are few studies (see Nikolaidou
and Karlsson 2012; Karlsson 2014) on written documents, but fairly recently
computer-based practices have come under scrutiny as the “third party” in inter-
actions within the hospital environment (see Moyer 2013; Pearce, Arnold, Phillips,
Trumble and Dwan 2012; Swinglehurst, Roberts and Greenhalgh 2011). However,
these practices have not yet been studied in detail regarding second language
learning and use. Due to the increasing number of international workers, it is
essential to examine how the language repertoires of individuals intersect with
laws1 and local practices in the social action of EPR documentation. Here, doc-
umentation is explored by taking into account its social nature: workplace litera-
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1 Legislation on the Handling of Patient Records (298/2009), Personal Data Act (523/1999).
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cies are socially constructed in a context (see Belfiore, Defoe, Folinsbee, Hunter
and Jackson 2004). Documentation is an especially relevant task in the nursing
profession and, at the same time, it is considered to be one of the most challen-
ging linguistic practices in the hospital environment for international workers
(Kela and Komppa 2011; Tuononen 2013; Virtanen 2013).

In this article, I examine an international student’s documentation skills and
agency when using the EPR with his mentor. The research questions are the
following: 1) what kinds of forces constrain or afford adequate use of the EPR and
how, and 2) what kinds of opportunities does the student have to practice the use
of the EPR? By drawing on an ecological framework, this study opens a new
perspective on the interaction between L1 and L2 speakers in the context of EPR
documentation (Kramsch and Steffensen 2008; Steffensen and Fill 2014; van Lier
2004). Nexus analysis is applied as a meta-methodology to integrate the results of
my previous studies and the different methodological tools used in this article
(Hult 2010; Pietikäinen 2012; Scollon and Scollon 2004). Dialogical interaction
analysis (Linell 1998, 2009; Suni 2008) is employed here to analyze audio-
recorded documentation sequences in the EPR. Furthermore, narrative analysis
(de Fina and Georgakopoulou 2012; de Fina 2014; Vitanova 2005, 2010) is applied
in order to explore the subjective viewpoints of the student and his mentors.
Nexus analytical concepts are used to describe the participants’ historical bodies
and how they are encountered in the interaction order (see Scollon and Scollon
2004). Both dialogical interaction analysis and narrative analysis help to reveal
the way in which the student has positioned himself and the positioning of the
student by his mentors. This study is a part of a longitudinal ethnographic study2

about international nursing students that focuses in particular on the develop-
ment of their work-related Finnish language skills.

2 Ecological perspective

Language ecology, or ecolinguistics, is a holistic approach to exploring language
and communication in context, and it brings together both dialogical and socio-
cultural perspectives in regards to language (Kramsch 2002; Kramsch and Steffen-
sen 2008: 2; Steffensen and Fill 2014: 13; van Lier 2004; Vygotsky 1978). Position-
ings between the social world and the individual are seen as socially constructed

2 The data collection was implemented as a part of the project Finnish as a work language: A
sociocognitive perspective to work-related language skills of immigrants (2011–2013, Emil Aalto-
nen Foundation) with funding from the Finnish Cultural Foundation (2014–2015).
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and, therefore, shaped by power relations (Kramsch and Steffensen 2008: 26). An
ecological perspective enables observation of actions on both micro- and macro-
levels of various timescales. In order to explore different social, historical, and
power-related aspects of language, the dialogical concept of heteroglossia is
taken into account. Language is not neutral: centrifugal and centripetal tensions
constantly form language. The latter describes forces that unify language, and the
former describes forces that tear language apart (Bakhtin 1981: 272; Blackledge
and Creese 2014: 7; Dufva, Suni, Aro and Salo 2011). The laws regarding the use of
a standard language in reports can be seen as a unifying tension, and, conversely,
dialects and different varieties of language can be viewed as disunifying tensions.
These forces highlight the intertextuality of language: participants are in a dialo-
gue with specific texts or genres in situ (Linell 2009: 53). In other words, students
encounter not only the Finnish language, but varying documentation practices to
which they bring their own historical bodies as second language users.

Even though our words and language are full of other people’s voices and
meanings, the dialogical approach does not deny the existence of one’s own
agency (Linell 2009; Vitanova 2005: 154–155). In applied linguistics, agency is
considered to be the “socioculturally mediated capacity to act” (Ahearn 2001:
112). An individual has his or her own mixture of voices that can be used for his or
her own purposes. Individuals are able to effect the achievement of their own
goals, perform and construct new identities, and actively resist some given posi-
tions (Duchêne, Moyer and Roberts 2013: 7; Duff 2012: 417; Linell 2009: 112).
However, socioeconomic, cultural and economic factors can limit actual choices
and opportunities to exercise agency. Hence, agency is linked to power: indivi-
duals with a stronger sense of agency may have better success in achieving their
goals. Instead of the dichotomy of powerful versus powerless, power relations are
considered to be dialogically interconnected and dynamic (Duff 2012: 417; Linell
2009: 216–217). As newcomers, international nursing students are faced with
these power relations and positionings in the workplace.

From an ecological perspective, agency is seen as a social event that involves
initiative, engagement, and consciousness of the consequences of one’s own
action (van Lier 2004). Agency promotes the perception of opportunities to act. It
also relates to the concept of affordance. The definition of affordance was first
suggested by Gibson (1977) and later developed by van Lier (2004), who argues
that the environment is perceived differently depending on what one considers
meaningful. Affordances allow action and learning potentials, and they drive
individuals to act (van Lier 2000: 252, 2002: 146, 2004: 62–63).
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3 Framing the research problem through nexus
analysis

Workplace literacies are forms of social action in specific contexts that are learned
by participating in practices with the other members of a community. At the same
time, participants reproduce and co-construct practices by being a part of them;
power relations are constantly reshaping texts within a given community (Belfiore
et al. 2004; Barton and Hamilton 2012; Golden and Lanza 2012; Nikolaidou and
Karlsson 2012). This article looks beyond text to explore the embedded meanings
and social nature of the Electronic Patient Record documentation process in a
Finnish hospital.

EPR documentation was identified as a research problem by applying nexus
analytical guidelines (Scollon and Scollon 2004). Nexus analysis can be consid-
ered as a suitable tool from an ecological perspective because it aids in the
understanding of social action and its circulating resources, such as large-scale
discourses and historical trajectories, instead of focusing exclusively on either the
micro- or macro-level. It combines various methods, such as ethnography, critical
discourse analysis, and interactional sociolinguistics (Hult 2010: 10; Pietikäinen
2012: 418, 434; Scollon and Scollon 2004). Nexus analysis is not a method in itself,
but rather a meta-methodology for combining different methodological tools and
one’s previous studies in an ethnographic study (Hult 2010; Pietikäinen 2012;
Scollon and Scollon 2004).

In nexus analysis, circulating elements that intersect in a social action are
divided into discourses in place, historical body, and interaction order. Dis-
courses in place can be seen as circulating through action. They may become
internalized as part of historical bodies through an individual’s lived and accu-
mulated experiences. The definition of an interaction order comes originally from
Goffman (1983). Later developed by Scollon and Scollon (2004), it refers to a
typical social setting or arrangement that can vary, depending on different social
circumstances. A social action occurs within a site of engagement. When a unique
site of engagement is regularly revisited, it is referred as a nexus of practice (see
Scollon and Scollon 2004: 12–14, 19, 153–155.)

As indicated earlier, the current study is part of a larger ethnographic long-
itudinal case study on the development of international nursing students’ work-
related Finnish language skills. In order to identify the focus of the current study,
I used a triangulation of data from my previous studies on beliefs about work-
related language skills, as observed in media discussions (Virtanen 2011), and
work-related narratives of international nursing students (Virtanen 2013). Figure 1
illustrates this research process.
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Figure 1.: Previous studies and the research process.

The findings of my previous study (Virtanen 2011) on media discussions related to
the mobile workforce in the health care sector led me to focus on beliefs about
professional language skills. International nurses were shown to be positioned as
isolated units, and language learning was seen as an individual struggle. More-
over, international nurses’ professional skills were questioned because their
Finnish language skills were assumed to be insufficient (Virtanen 2011). After
framing the beliefs surrounding the international workforce, I took a closer look
at the work-related narratives of focal participants – international nursing stu-
dents (n=4) and their mentors (n=6) – and the interplay between agency, identity,
and motivation (Virtanen 2013). The narratives examined were related to the
students’ future hopes and fears, and to their practical training experiences. In
terms of the professional skills necessary in a hospital environment, documenta-
tion in Finnish was seen as a major obstacle for international nursing students
seeking to gain access to the labor market after completing their studies (Virtanen
2013: 410). This previous research led me to take a closer look at documentation
practices and to focus on EPR documentation as a repeated site of engagement,
that is, as a nexus of practice.

As a crucial facet of the hospital workplace’s literacies, EPR documentation
guides practices. Both multilingual international students and other (Finnish)
members of the work community face the challenge of changing workplace
literacies due to a “new work order”, including new technologies and more
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textualized work environments (Gee, Hull and Lankshear 1996; Karlsson 2014;
Nikolaidou and Karlsson 2012). For instance, due to criticisms of the time-con-
suming nature of the oral reporting tradition, there has been a tendency to move
gradually towards electronic patient records instead (Valta 2013). There are a few
studies on Finnish report documents (see Haapakorpi and Haapola 2008; Tiililä
2011), yet some are related to the use of EPRs (see Häyrinen, Saranto and Nykänen
2008; Karvinen 2009; Valta 2013). When it comes to language use in EPRs,
different language varieties face the formal regulations for written documenta-
tion. There are rules for how patient records should be handled (MSAH 2012) and
guidelines for proper language use (see Laaksonen, Kääriäinen, Penttilä, Tapola-
Haapala, Sahala, Kärki and Jäppinen 2011). Moreover, varying language back-
grounds inevitably have an effect on the language used.

4 Data and methods

4.1 Data

In the current study, the analysis focuses on one informant, Daniel, a student in a
nursing degree program in Finland. Administered in English, this program is
designed for both Finnish and international students. It includes one compulsory
Finnish course (3 ECTS)3 and other optional Finnish language courses. Never-
theless, students perform their practical training periods in a mostly monolingual
Finnish-speaking hospital environment, although they have the right to receive
guidance in English.

Daniel’s motivation to come to Finland from Kenya was due to Finland’s
reputation as a country with free, high-quality education. Before he applied for a
nursing program, he studied medical laboratory science in Kenya. He has lived in
Finland since he started his studies at a university of applied sciences in 2010. At
the beginning of my data collection, I observed students’ vocational and Finnish
classes in order to map the focal actions and participants. A two-year follow-up
began when Daniel was 24 years old and his second year as a student was about
to start. It concluded at the end of his third year of studies, just after his last
practical training. The data discussed in detail below are part of a larger set of
ethnographic data that I collected: a two-year media follow-up related to the
international workforce in the health care sector, interviews with 13 international
nursing students and seven of their vocational or Finnish language teachers, and

3 European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System.
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classroom and workplace observation. Some of this data has already been ana-
lyzed in my previous studies (see Figure 1 above). Table 1 summarizes the data
examined in this sub-study. For ethical reasons, all names are pseudonyms.

Table 1: Description of the data.

Round Participants Data Length
(minutes)

Round 1, July 2011 Daniel & researcher Interview: initial
mapping

47:10

Round 2, November 2011 Daniel, researcher &
researcher 2

Interview 46:41

Round 3, January 2012
2nd practical training period

Daniel & Kati (mentor) Interaction:
Documentation in the
EPR

15:37

Kati (mentor) & researcher Interview 25:57

Round 4, October 2012
4th practical training

Daniel & Hanna (mentor) Interaction:
Documentation in the
EPR

15:32

Daniel & researcher Interview: reflection
upon documentation
interface

15:49

Hanna (mentor) &
researcher

Interview: reflection
upon documentation
interface

13:48

Daniel & Hanna (mentor) Interaction:
Documentation in the
EPR

19:45

Daniel & researcher Interview: reflection
upon documentation
interface

21:45

Patrik (mentor) & researcher Interview 35:56

Round 5, May 2013 Daniel & researcher Final interview 1:17:41

The analysis in this study focuses on semi-structured interviews with the student
and three of his mentors, including three audiotaped work tasks presented in
Table 1. First, the semi-structured interviews with Daniel dealt with topics related
to his learning and use of the Finnish language during his practical training and
studies. Second, audio recordings of interactions during EPR documentation and
all interviews with the mentors were carried out during his practical training.
During the aforementioned work tasks, Daniel used the EPR under the mentor’s
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guidance in Finnish, discharging a client after treatment and reporting on daily
routines. Mentoring is a part of the nursing profession, but usually only those
mentors who feel that they have sufficient English language skills will work with
international students. The challenge is that most patients are Finnish speakers
who have the right to receive care in their mother tongue. Additionally, all of the
professional practices, such as documentation, are in Finnish. My presence as a
researcher may have had an effect on the research setting. Research is always
based on a voluntary relationship between the researcher and participants, and
this relationship is affected by different factors, such as age, gender, and power
relations (see also Pietikäinen 2012: 416). Instead of working together with his
mentor, Patrik, with whom he was used to speaking in English, Daniel did his
reports with another nurse with whom he would speak mostly in Finnish. Upon
my arrival in the ward, the staff already knew that my research was about Finnish
language learning at work. This information might have led them to consciously
organize in advance a setting where Finnish was used. However, students may
have different mentors, depending on the shift. The permission for the audio
recordings and the interviews were agreed upon together with the participants
and the director of the ward. The research permissions were signed beforehand at
institutional and individual levels. The participants had a right to withdraw from
the study at any time. For ethical reasons, interactions with patients were not
included in the data, and the observations focused only on student–mentor
interaction. For these same reasons, screenshots of the EPR were not included.

The documentation sequences, as well as the mentors’ and Daniel’s reflec-
tions on the observed work tasks, are the focus of this study. The interaction data
were transcribed using the conversation analysis notation system (see Kurhila
2006: 7–8). The excerpts of the interaction data are presented on three lines: the
first line in Finnish, the second with glossing (see Appendix 1), and the third line
with an English translation. There were obvious difficulties in translating the
Finnish language examples into English. Differences in the morphological struc-
ture of the two languages makes it difficult to express the features of the non-
native Finnish spoken by Daniel, but the glossing draws attention to the key
factors of the interaction sequences. The interviewees had a chance to choose
between Finnish, English, and their mother tongue. Daniel chose Finnish during
his practical training and English outside the hospital environment. A possible
explanation for this might be that Daniel was used to speaking Finnish at the
hospital, but the language of his social networks was mainly English. Interviews
with Daniel’s mentors –Hanna, Kati, and Patrik –were conducted during Daniel’s
practical training. The language used with the mentors was Finnish, the mother
tongue of Hanna and Kati. Patrik had earlier gone through the same degree
program as Daniel, and he also had a multilingual background.
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4.2 Methods

Applying nexus analysis as a meta-methodology can offer a more holistic per-
spective on data than the micro-level CA or CDA that traditionally focuses on the
larger scale discourses (see also Pietikäinen 2012). Moreover, the researcher can
choose the parts of nexus analysis that he or she finds useful for the study
(Pietikäinen 2012: 419). In this study, I apply Scollon and Scollon’s (2004) con-
cepts of discourses in place, historical body, and interaction order. In order to
shed light on the historical bodies of the participants, I explore the centripetal
and centrifugal forces indicating discourses in place, positions set in interaction
pointing to interaction order, and reflections on the documentation sequences.
All these elements intersect in EPR documentation, which is a nexus of practice of
this study. I combine dialogical interaction analysis (Linell 2009; Suni 2008)
when analyzing documentation sequences and narrative analysis (de Fina 2014;
de Fina and Georgakopoulou 2012; Vitanova 2005, 2010) when examining reflec-
tions upon documentation. Both actions in situ and narratives offer insight into
locality and socio-historical context, and they also provide an opportunity to
examine global discourses circulating through the social action of documenta-
tion.

First, the interaction data are analyzed by applying the dialogical approaches
taken by Linell (2009) and by Suni (2008): the focus is on shared linguistic
resources and on the co-construction of knowledge in negotiation sequences. I
take a closer look at communicative projects (CPs) emerging in the sequences.
Some of the CPs are local and some of them more far-reaching: they develop in a
dialogue that is open-ended, dynamic, and multi-functional, but end with joint
accomplishment. (Linell 2009: 194, 196, 1998: 218.) Second, interaction data are
analyzed using the concept of heteroglossia: what kinds of unifying and disunify-
ing forces of language emerge in the interaction and how? Third, both the
student’s and the mentors’ reflections on the work tasks are analyzed by applying
narrative analysis, following de Fina and Georgakopoulou (2012) and Vitanova
(2005, 2010). The narratives examined are not only the voices of the interlocutors,
but the voices of others: how the interlocutors make the words their own, that is,
how they “sign their own acts of authoring” (Vitanova 2005: 156, 2010: 30).
Narratives provide an opportunity to examine how narrators position themselves
in relation to others and the rest of the social world (de Fina and Georgakopoulou
2012; de Fina 2014). Fourth, both of the methods enable examine agency and the
positionings that have been established.
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5 Results

5.1 Constraining and affording forces

In this section, the focus is on the interplay between power and agency, that is,
the factors that help or hinder the appropriate use of the EPR. The audio record-
ings took place after Daniel had been one week in the ward for patients with
mental disorders and alcohol abuse. Daniel sat at the computer and his mentor,
Hanna, sat on his left side in a chair facing the screen. I was present as well,
observing the situation from behind. Hanna had not mentored international
students before, and this was the first time for her and Daniel to use the EPR
together. Daniel’s gaze was mostly focused on the screen and on the keyboard,
while Hanna’s gaze alternated between Daniel and the screen. This first excerpt
of reporting on daily routines highlights how Hanna and Daniel positioned
themselves and one another in the roles of mentor and student, as well as how
affordances were perceived and utilized.

Excerpt 1.

(1) H tota (.) tuolla on pieni kirjoitusvirhe? ((pointing at the screen))
PRT there-ADE be.3SG small spelling mistake
‘er (.) there is a small spelling mistake?’

(2) D joo?
’yeah?’

(3) H *väärin[päin ne kirjaime-t*
wrong way those letter-pl
‘*the wrong way around*‘

(4) D joo? joo? ] joo voi-t [korjat-a *mu-a*
yeah yeah yeah can-2SG correct-INF me-PAR

‘yeah? yeah? yes you can correct *me*’
(5) H joo? joo? va-]

’okay? okay? cho-’
(6) D mi-täs mä voi-n kirjoitta-a.

what-PAR I can-1SG write-INF
‘what shall I write.’

(7) H oota,
wait.IMP
‘wait,’

(8) D sui- suiku?
‘shower?’

(9) H suih? (.) ensin tule-e h:h. [sitten tule-e vasta k:k.
first come-3SG h then come-3SG PRT k

‘suih? (.) at first then there is h:h and after it k:k.’
(10) D joo okei. ]

’yes okay. ]’
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(11) H suihku-ssa käy-nyt? (.) ja sitte (.) osallistu-i ja >sit
shower-INE go-PPC and then participate-PST.3SG and then

(12) vo-isi-t kirjotta-a siihe vielä< että
can-COND-2SG write-INF there-ILL PRT that

(13) pesu-i-hin osallistu-i.
washing-PL-ILL participate-PST.3SG
‘been in the shower? (.) and then (.) participated and >then you could write there<
that participated in washing.’

(14) D joo:o. ((typing 10 s)) [(-)
‘okay. [(-)‘

(15) H >sie-ltä] puuttu-u u:u,< (2.0) sui, (.) hyvä? (2.0)
there-ABL lack-3SG u good

‘>u:u is missing,< (2.0) sui, (.) good? (2.0)’
(16) sitte (.) to-hon voi laittaa väli-n? ((pointing at the screen))

then there-ILL can put space-GEN
‘then you can add a space there?’

(17) D mm?
(18) H se on helpo-mpi sitten luke-e (.) ja mi-hin s-

it be.3SG easy-COMP then read-INF and what-ILL s
(19) laito-i-tte=ks te perusrasva-a.

put-PST-2PL=Q you.2PL basic lotion-PAR
‘it ’s easier to read that way (.) and where s- did you put basic lotion.’

(20) D (1.0) me jalo-i-[lle,
we foot-PL-ALL
‘(1.0) we put on feet,’

(21) H joo.]
’okay.’

(22) D ja,
’and,’

(23) H mut ol-i=ks se vaan tavallista rasvaa-a vai
but be-PST.3SG=Q it just general lotion-PAR or

(24) lääkerasva-a.
medicine lotion-PAR
‘but was it just general lotion or medicine lotion.’

(25) D se ol-i (.) norma-
It be-PST.3SG norma-
‘it was (.) norma-‘

(26) H varmaan [perus,
‘probably [basic,’

(27) D joo tavall- ] joo
‘yeah gener- ] yeah’

(28) H joo, >sit sii-hen voi kirjotta-a vielä< perusrasva.
okay then there-ILL can write-INF PRT basic lotion
‘okay, >then you can write< basic lotion there.’

(29) D joo °perus°.
‘yeah °basic°.’
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Roughly speaking, four jointly accomplished communicative projects can be
seen: lines 1–5, 6–18, 18–21, and 23–29. The first local communicative project,
negotiation about roles (lines 1–5), starts with Hanna’s nested modification
project (line 1). The interlocutors do not know each other very well: Hanna
hesitates to edit Daniel’s spelling and when she does, she does so in a delicate
manner: “er there is a small spelling mistake” (line 1). Daniel accepts this
positioning as a student by encouraging Hanna with laughter in his speech to
edit his language, “you can correct me” (line 4). The project ends with Hanna’s
approval (line 5) and, thereafter, she modifies Daniel’s suggestions. These posi-
tionings emerging from the interaction order lead us to agency: agency is co-
constructed and co-developed, as well as constantly in motion (see also Lantolf
and Thorne 2006: 238; Moyer 2013: 198–199). This dynamic nature of agency is
evident when Daniel starts a new communicative project and he asks what I
should write, instead of we should write, indicating his activity and his own voice
(line 6). Suiku ‘shower’ (line 8) is an answer to Daniel’s own question (line 6).
This suiku with a rising intonation anticipates either modification or approval.
Hanna reacts by starting a modification project (line 9–18) while Daniel types
and approves (lines 10, 14, 17). Hanna starts a new project to find a mutual
understanding about where te ‘you, plural’ put basic lotion (lines 18–21). Daniel
answers me jaloille ‘we put on feet’ (line 20), referring to himself and the patient
as agents. Hanna ends this communication project with an approval joo ‘okay’
(line 21). On line 22, Daniel tries to start a new topic or add something by saying
ja ‘and’, but Hanna ignores this turn and instead asks what kind of lotion was
put on the patient’s feet (23–24). This turn indicates the power that Hanna has as
a mentor.

Power relations are presented as far as standard language and terminology
intersect in a site of engagement. This is evident when Daniel searches for the
correct word for “basic lotion” in the last communication project (lines 23–29).
He suggests normaali ‘normal’ (line 25) and tavallinen ‘general’ (line 27), but
eventually writes and repeats Hanna’s word perus ‘basic’ (line 29). The interac-
tion data include a significant amount of repetitions, especially reduced repeti-
tions, that are focused on various phonemes of the word (lines 9, 15; see Suni
2008: 85). Repetition is crucial not only in terms of second language learning
(see Kurhila 2006; Lilja 2010; Suni 2008), but it also helps to ensure mutual
understanding through the use of words that resemble others as much as
possible, since nurses in the following shift need to know what happened in the
previous shift. These discourses in place, which Hanna echoes and Daniel
repeats, indicate that literacies are socially constructed. This heteroglossic
nature of language represents both disunifying and unifying forces: Daniel’s
words deconstruct the standardized language, while Hanna’s voice echoes
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standard language use. While Daniel utilizes affordances by accepting and
rewriting Hanna’s suggestions (lines 2, 10, 14, 17) and repeating Hanna‘s words
(line 29), he still struggles with documentation. In particular, the words suiku
’shower’ (line 8) and pesuihin ‘in washing’ (line 14–16) seem to be difficult for
him to write: he requires a significant amount of scaffolding in order to perform
the task (see Vygotsky 1978: 86). Hanna gives him time to type and she only
makes modifications afterwards. She offers affordances and chances for partici-
pation by pointing (lines 1, 16), providing feedback (lines 1, 3, 15–16), suggest-
ing what to write (lines 11–13, 28), and offering other various options (lines 23–
24). Daniel positions himself as an active participant when he utilizes affor-
dances by asking more questions and suggesting what to write (line 6, 8).
Perceiving these affordances indicates his agency (van Lier 2004). Hanna has
the power of a mentor and native speaker to approve the final written form
(lines 11–13, 28). This pattern indexes the power relations that emerge from the
interaction order.

In the next excerpt, which comes from the interview that took place after the
documentation sequence, Daniel reflects upon his experience. It illustrates Da-
niel’s frustration and the challenges he perceives while he reports, such as
regarding the structure of the language:

Excerpt 2. Interview with Daniel (translated).

(1) D it’s nice if if (-) it’s so hard for me that,
(2) A yes
(3) D that there are er (.) new words yes.
(4) A what kind of that was [there.
(5) D endi-] yeah because long sentences are so difficult for me

(.) to write I have to think first what I want to say but,
(6) A yeah
(7) D but they didn’t come to me *as easily* as I wanted

As the above discussions shows, Daniel has not yet been socialized into doc-
umentation and he has not appropriated discourses in place which is present,
for instance, as a struggle to find correct words. Furthermore, among interna-
tional nursing students, reporting is considered, linguistically, to be the one of
the most demanding work tasks (Kela and Komppa 2011: 185; Virtanen 2013:
410). This difficulty is shown throughout the interaction data whenever Daniel
asks for help with dictation, modifications, repetitions, questions, and clarifica-
tion requests (see excerpt 1). Hanna is willing to offer him these affordances as
well. Even though Daniel himself is frustrated and quite critical in terms of his
Finnish language skills, Hanna’s describes Daniel and his Finnish language as
follows:
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Excerpt 3. Interview with Hanna (translated).

((a laugh)) *maybe the Finnish language* is not the easiest one so (.) but I didn’t feel in any
way like oh my *he doesn’t understand to add two e’s or t’s or* ((laughing)) [- -] when he has
courage so he has courage to try and do (.) so he is not like you should *tell me everything
now*

Based on the whole data set, Daniel is positioned by his mentors as a motivated
and adept language learner and student. Instead of drawing attention to the
limitations of Daniel’s less-than-perfect Finnish language skills, Hanna reiterates
the difficulty of the Finnish language, which can be considered to be a common
truth (see Virtanen 2011: 167). Even though Daniel only had a few opportunities
to report, he was engaged in his tasks because of the future: “I did enjoy when
given the opportunity to try and write (.) that’s actually what has helped me in the
future to try and write because of I kind of write some reports so it’s really giving
me some courage (.) of course I need more of that.” The scenario as a part of his
historical body has motivated him, encouraged him, and supported engagement
in this particular work task (see Murray 2011: 79–80; Virtanen 2013: 421). In
contrast, Patrik states that Daniel seems to be a bit unsure about his Finnish
language skills: “I don’t dare to give more responsibilities to him(.) yeah(.) and
even though I said that his basic language skills are quite ok or good(.) he is unsure
about it when it comes to a more demanding situation.” This positioning may
have an effect on access to situations where agency and documentation skills
could be developed and where a student could learn to work independently.
This positioning is evident in Kati’s statement, too: “if we have a Finnish student
they are completely independent [- -] but if there is an international student the
mentor has to be next to him all the time.” The problem is combining the student’s
right to guidance in English and the demand for work tasks that require Finnish
language skills. The differing positionings between international and local stu-
dents may increase inequalities in terms of their access to the Finnish labor
market.

5.2 Opportunities to appropriate multivoiced documentation in
the EPR

This section focuses on the multivoicedness of EPR documentation, as well as on
the opportunities afforded to the student to practice use of the EPR. Discourses in
place from different time-scales circulate through a site of engagement, but the
language of the documenting in the EPR is still specific and influenced by norma-
tivity. This heteroglossia is evident in the next excerpt where Hanna and Daniel
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document how a patient was taken to be washed in the morning with the shower
wheelchair:

Excerpt 4.

(1) H sit sä vo-isi-t vähän kirjat-a et miten te te-i-tte
then you can-COND-2SG little write-INF that how you.2PL do-PST-2.PL

(2) ne aamupesu-t et tek-i=kö hän ite? (.) vai te-i-t=kö sinä.
these morning wash-PL that do-PST.3SG=Q he himself or do-PST.2SG=Q you
‘and then you could write a bit about how did you do the morning washing like
did he do it by himself? (.) or did you do.’

(3) D (.) mm (.) minä.
‘(.) mm (.) I.’

(4) H nii.
’yes.’

(5) D (3.0) voi-n kirjoitta-a aute-ttu-na vai?
can-1SG write-INF help-PPPC-ESS or

(3.0) ‘I can write with help right?’
(6) H voi kirjoitta-a aute-ttu-na joo kyllä?

can.3SG write-INF help-PPPC-ESS yeah yes
‘you can write with help uhuh right?’

((Daniel typing 3.0 seconds))
(7) H <aute-ttu-na.>(.) kaks *t:tä* (.)*hankala-a varmaan kun on niin paljon*,

help-PPPC-ESS two t-PAR difficult-PAR maybe when be.3SG so much
‘<with help.>(.) two *t’s* (.) *it must be difficult because there’s so much*’

(8) D mm, (2.4) °on-ks se°.
mm be.3SG=Q it
‘mm, (2.4) °is it°.’

(9) H joo.
yeah.

(10) D °autettuna° .h (.) °autettuna°
help-PPPC-ESS help-PPPC-ESS
‘°with help° .h (.) °with help°’

(11) H (1.3) ja mi-ssä te te-i-tte ne ku häne-lle
and where-INE you.2PL do-PST-2PL them when he-ADE

(12) on teh-ty aikasemm-in vuodepesu-ja mutta nyt=hän
be.3SG do-PPPC early-ADV sponge bath-PAR.PL but now=PRT

(13) me ei ol-tu sii-nä tai te e-tte ollu
we NEG be-PPPC there-INE or you.2PL NEG-2PL be-PPC

(14) sii-nä vuotee-ssa et voi-t laitta-a että suihkutuoli-lla
there-INE bed-INE that can-1SG put-INF that shower wheelchair-ADE

(15) avuste-ttu niinku vessa-an,
help-PPPC like restroom-ILL
‘(1.3) and where did you do it ‘cause (s)he has had sponge baths before but we
weren’t there or you weren’t on the bed so you can put that (s)he was taken to the
restroomwith a shower wheelchair,’
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(16) D mm. (4.5)
’mm.’ (4.5)

((Daniel typing 11 seconds))
(17) H joo? (.) suihkutuoli-lla vessa-an men-ty4 vaikka voi-t kirjotta-a

okay shower wheelchair-ADE restroom-ILL go-PPPC PRT can-2SG write-INF
(18) niin.

so
‘okay? (.) restroomwas visited with a shower wheelchair you can write like that.’

((Daniel typing 7 seconds))
(19) D suihkutuoli-lla, (2.5) men-nyt vessaan.

shower wheelchair-ADE go-PPC restroom-ILL
‘with a shower wheelchair, (2.5) he went to the restroom.’

(20) H joo,
‘yeah,’

((Daniel typing 7.3 seconds))
(21) H tai men-ty. (.) °voi-t kirjoitta-a°. (2.0)

or go-PPPC can-2SG write-INF
‘or was visited. (.) °you can write°.’ (2.0)

((Daniel typing 4.0 seconds))
(22) D men-ty?

go-PPPC
was visited?

(23) H <men-ty>. (.) vielä y:y. men-ty.
go-PPPC PRT y go-PPPC
’<was visited>. add y:y. was visited.’

(24) D ahaa?
’okay?’

(25) H noin. (2.0) sitte?
‘that’s right. (2.0) then?’

The sequence above illustrates key factors of the language of documentation.
Written reports direct practices and it is therefore crucial that they are understood
without any misinterpretations between shifts. Two local communicative projects
(Linell 1998: 218, 2009: 194, 196) can be seen: negotiation on who has done what
(lines 1–10) and where (lines 11–25). These projects include smaller sequences:
lines 1–4, 5–10, 11–16, and 17–25. First, Hanna wants to know whether the active
agent has been Daniel or the patient (line 2). Daniel positions himself in an active
role by answering minä ‘I’ (line 3). Hanna approves this by saying niin ‘that’s
right’ (line 4) and, at the same time, she closes the sequence. Second, Daniel
starts a new sequence by suggesting a phrase to write down (line 5). This turn
indicates that Daniel knows the phrase autettuna ‘with help’ (line 5), but he is

4 Menty does not express a person; it is literally a passive form.
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unsure whether he can use it in this specific context. On line 6, Hanna approves
Daniel’s suggestion. After a while, Hanna realizes that Daniel needs scaffolding in
order to write down the word autettuna ‘with help’ and she offers the support
needed by helping with typing and starting a modification project (line 7).
Simultaneously, Hanna aligns herself with Daniel: she sees the Finnish language
through Daniel’s eyes when she points out the difficulty of spelling (line 7). Hanna
can sense Daniel’s frustration and she wants to make him feel at ease, a desire
that can be heard in her tone of voice as well. Daniel types the word and he wants
to make sure it is correct by asking feedback from Hanna: onks se ‘is it’ (line 8).
Similarly, as in excerpt 1, Daniel quietly repeats the typed word as if to remember
it better (line 10). This turn ends the first communicative project of negotiating
who has done what.

The second communicative project starts with Hanna’s question of where the
action was done, and she answers her own question (lines 11–15). She positions
herself as a passive participant by modifying me ei oltu ‘we weren’t’ to te ette ollu
‘you weren’t’ (line 13). Daniel approves (line 16) and he starts typing the location
of showering, but after a while Hanna decides to offer a readily formulated
sentence to describe the situation in a standard way where the passive voice is
crucial (lines 17–18). This centripetal nature of language appears through mor-
phological modifications (Suni 2008) that are shown throughout the sequence,
with Hanna providing Daniel the standard expressions (lines 17–18, 21). Daniel’s
repetition is elaborated on with mennyt ‘he went’ (line 19). Even after approving
Daniel’s suggestion (line 20), Hanna makes a modification with menty ‘was
visited, literally: was gone’ (line 21). Thus, she offers an example of how centripe-
tal forces influence language use (see Bakhtin 1981; Dufva et al. 2011). A similar
pattern repeats itself throughout the data as the institutional voice is echoed by
Hanna. The passive voice is used excessively in written documents, a point that
Karvinen (2009) makes when stating that it is often used when the medical
practitioner is pointing to his or her own practices. The grammatical form of
Daniel’s own production mennyt ‘he went’ (line 19, past participle) indexes that
the patient was the active doer. The verb form menty ‘was visited, literally: was
gone’ (line 21, passive past participle), on the contrary, indicates that the patient
did not go to the washing by himself, but that he or she was with a nurse. Hence,
the passive voice is related to agency. Similarly, Daniel’s suggestion autettuna
‘with help’ (line 5, passive past participle essive) points to a situation where the
client needed help; this is mirrored by Hanna’s suggestion avustettu ‘helped’ (line
15, passive past participle). The last sequence ends with Daniel’s acknowledg-
ment ahaa ‘okay’ (line 24) and Hanna’s approval noin ‘right’ (line 25), and she
starts a new topic with sitte ‘then’ (line 25). Both of these communicative projects
were accomplished together.
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As is evident in excerpts 1 and 4, Hanna acknowledges Daniel’s difficulties
with typing throughout the dialogue, and she gives Daniel time to finish his
sentences even though writing takes a long time. The next interview excerpt
illustrates the presence of discourses in place from varying timescales in written
documents. Hanna reflects on what has helped her when mentoring students and
what roles others have played in the process:

Excerpt 5. Interview with Hanna (translated).

well I was thinking of the stuff the mentor back then thought important about like the
practices of the ward and (.) well reporting here has got a huge role it’s so important, and
that you can only learn when you do it (.) ‘cause if you write nothing the night shift they’ve
got no idea what to do (.) the patients can even be familiar to you (.) so it’s like like (.) every
day is a pretty different [- -] so I’ve just been thinking like what’s like(.) important to me and
been thinking the ways others’ve been mentoring students and that’s kind of a way to learn
(.) a little or so

The voices of not only the participants but also of some others, such as Hanna’s
mentors, have become part of Hanna’s historical body: she has appropriated
these discourses in place. She emphasizes that documentation practices are only
learned by doing at the workplace. Her beliefs about good mentoring practices are
thus a result of appropriating the voices of others (see Vitanova 2005: 156). Hanna
performed her own practical training in the same organization and she positions
her own mentor as the resource for learning crucial practices of the ward, such as
documentation: “I was thinking of the stuff the mentor back then thought impor-
tant.” The knowledge is co-constructed as well. Literacies are thus embedded in
the whole social and physical work environment (see Jackson 2004: 4–5). When
using the EPR, others are present as recycled past experiences and as an expected
audience, too: “because if you write nothing the night shift they’ve got no idea what
to do” (see also Blackledge and Creese 2014: 10). The EPR inevitably becomes a
multivoiced third party that mediates information between the workers (see
Moyer 2013: 214; Swinglehurst et al. 2011: 7, 12). Because literacies are embedded
in the work environment, the individual becomes socialized into them through
participation (see also Duff and Talmy 2011: 96–97), as Hanna’s statement illus-
trates: “you can only learn when you do it.” In the next excerpt, Daniel describes
his experience on observed action and his opportunities to participate:

Excerpt 6. Interview with Daniel (translated).

(1) D: ((sighs)) well, it’s like I think ok if I can do (.) do this every day if I’ve got so much
practice if we got the same same training at school if we had [the EPR] course and so (.)
what we can write (.) but (.) *we ain’t got it* ((a laugh)) I’ve got to study it all when
doing practical training and nurses hasn’t haven’t got time to wri- to say say to us what
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what we’ve got to write and (.) correct everything what (-) ‘cause when I’mwriting I (.) I
need so much to correct (-) and (.) °yeah° (.) I’mnot yet can’t *write* ((a laugh))

(2) A: ((a laugh))
(3) D: alone

Daniel expresses that he does not have enough opportunities to practice documen-
tation. In the final round of interviews, Daniel emphasizes that helping interna-
tional students with EPR documentation is extra work for nurses: “it’s the time they
have to create for the students.” This result aligns with Tuononen’s (2013) study on
international practical nurses in Finland. International students having to ask for
help takes away time from the duties of theirmentors. It is quite time-consuming to
mentor these students, compared to those for whom Finnish is their first language.
Daniel describes this, aligning himself with the nurses: “if they see that you’re really
struggling with the language then it becomes a bit of a challenge also for them” (see
also Vitanova 2005: 157). Hence, learning the necessary Finnish language skills is
usually the student’s own responsibility: “I’ve got to study it all when doing
practical training” (see also Virtanen 2011). As a researcher whose research interest
is related to Finnish language development, I had an influence on the research
setting. Some special arrangements were suggested by the mentors, even though I
tried to convince them that nothing was required on my account. However, the
researcher can affect the nexus of practice and transform new practices (Scollon
and Scollon 2004: 178). Interestingly, the staff seem to know what would be good
for the student in order for him or her to use and learn the language, but these
practices are not yet part of the everyday practices of theward.

6 Conclusions

The purpose of this study was to explore an international nursing student’s
documentation skills and agency when using the Electronic Patient Record (EPR)
together with his mentors. Drawing on an ecological perspective, the focus was
on the forces that constrain or afford adequate use of the EPR, as well as on the
opportunities that the student has to practice the use of the EPR. The roles of the
student and mentors were considered in order to explore the positions established
in EPR documentation, in addition to the interlocutors’ reflections on them.
Nexus analysis as a meta-level methodology served to define EPR documentation
as the focus of the study, and it helped to combine the multiple methods and
findings of my previous studies.

The dialogical analysis of interaction data and narratives shed light on the
multivoicedness of workplace literacies. In order to learn workplace literacies,
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participation plays a crucial role: one learns by doing. Literacies are also em-
bedded throughout the hospital environment. They are socially constructed and
constantly changing. This finding is in alignment with the research on workplace
literacies done by Belfiore et al. (2004) and Nikolaidou and Karlsson (2012). The
EPR can be viewed as a multivoiced third party: EPR documentation is shaped by
discourses in place from different timescales – the voices of the participants and
of others from the past and present – as well as by the anticipated presence of
others (see also Linell 2009; Swinglehurst et al. 2011). This heteroglossic nature of
workplace literacies is present when documenting brings into dialogue the parti-
cipants’ historical bodies: the mentor echoes local workplace literacies and the
student brings to the table his or her own history as a second language user. This
aspect of centripetal and centrifugal forces has not previously been scrutinized in
a professional context in detail.

The documentation sequences presented a kind of ideal situation: the mentor
provided scaffolding and affordances, and the student perceived and utilized
them. The student was positioned as an active participant by his mentors, as well
as by his own actions, with the setting emerging from the interaction order.
Opportunities for EPR documenting increased the student’s agency and rein-
forced his future in regard to nursing as a profession (see also Virtanen 2013).
Nevertheless, the student did not have regular opportunities to do reports with a
mentor.

The dualistic role of the hospital environment is present: hospitals take care
of patients and they educate the future workforce. However, one clear result that
emerged is that the health care sector is not yet prepared for socializing interna-
tional students into workplace literacies. The demand for sufficient language
skills and the ability to work independently are echoed insofar as EPR documen-
tation goes, but opportunities are limited. The general lack of opportunities to
practice documentation may lead to a setting where learning the necessary
Finnish language skills is seen as an individual’s own responsibility. This author-
itative voice about language learning was mirrored in media discussions related
to the international workforce (Virtanen 2011). It seems that the importance of
improving language awareness does not concern the international workforce
alone, but also local nurses who face the challenge of changing workplace
literacies. Even though the current study was limited by a lack of access to the
everyday practices of the ward, it serves as a base for creating teaching materials
and techniques for second language learning in a hospital environment. It is
crucial to know the key elements of the language used, such as the excessive use
of passive voice; this has been reported on in previous studies (see e.g. Karvinen
2009). At this moment, the continuing power play is manifested as inequalities
between international and local nursing students, because these two groups are
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positioned differently due to their language skills. Interestingly, there seems to be
a conflict between work-life demands and education when it comes to established
degree programs in English. Therefore, further research should be done to explore
if and how international nursing students can achieve the level of independence
demanded.

The mobile workforce and an increasing use of technology in the health care
sector are changing the mostly monolingual literacies of the hospital environ-
ment. By means of its ecological framework, this study aimed at gaining a better
understanding of the social action of EPR documentation by applying the nexus
analytical approach (Scollon and Scollon 2004) to combine different methodolo-
gical tools and my previous studies. This setting offers a holistic perspective to
elements intersecting in the focal action: large-scale discourses, such as the
demand for sufficient language skills, and the historical trajectories of language
users (see Scollon and Scollon 2004.) Even though this study introduces only one
case, it potentially opens up a new thread of discussion on the forces that affect
the adequate use of the EPR. Workplace literacies should be examined by taking
the larger socio-historical context into account in future studies. Positions estab-
lished during the course of interaction could be seen as being reshaped by power
and power relations (see also Kramsch and Steffensen 2008; Linell 2009) and,
therefore, more general discussion on equality in the work-life between L1 and L2
speakers is needed.

Funding: Emil Aaltonen Foundation, (Grant / Award Number: ‘2011–2013’) Suo-
men Kulttuurirahasto, (Grant / Award Number: ‘2014–2015’)

Appendices

Appendix 1. Transcription

. falling intonation
, level intonation
? rising intonation
and emphasis
° ° speech in a low volume
* * laughter in the speak
[ beginnings of simultaneous talk
] end point of simultaneous talk
> < accelerated tempo
< > slower tempo
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: lengthening of the sound
(.) micropause
(4.0) marks a pause in speech
(-) undecipherable talk
Mi cut-off word
.h inbreath

Glossing
GEN genitive (possession)
PAR partitive (partitiveness)
ESS essive (‘as’)
INE inessive (‘in’)
ELA elative (‘out of’)
ILL illative (‘into’)
ADE adessive (‘at, on’)
ABL ablative (‘from’)
ALL allative (‘to’)

Others
ADV adverb
COMP comparative
COND conditional
IMP imperative
INF infinitive
NEG negation (an auxiliary verb in Finnish)
PASS passive
PL plural
PPC past participle
PPPC passive past participle
PRT particle
PST past tense
Q interrogative
SG singular
1 1st person ending
2 2nd person ending
3 3rd person ending
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